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Thank you for choosing DAEMACommercial Pedestal Fan “DFS-120FL”.
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●When using it, you should notice the circuit
electric voltage MUST match the electric voltage
on the label, (allowing electric voltage deviates±5%）

●If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced
by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

●Must not hang anything on the guard

●Ensure the curtain will not be winded in the fan

●The ground fan should be placed on the steady ground,
and the surroundings have no other things

●Advise babies, the old not to face the fan for a long
time, to avoid the cold

●Don’t insert finger or anything into the guard when operation

●This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a
person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure that
they do not play with the appliance

●Do not use gasoline, paint thinner or other chemicals
to clean the fan.

GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS



Model DFS-120FL
Rated Voltage 220-240V~

Rated Wattage 155W

Frequency 50Hz

PART IDENTIFICATION

SPECIFICATIONS

FAN GUARD

FAN BLADE

PIPE SCREW
FAN PIPE

DECORATIVE PART BASE



◆Set your fan on a level dry surface

◆Plug the power cord into 220-240V volley AC wall outlet.

◆Your high velocity fan features 4 speeds designed to give you maximum flexibility
and to meet all your air circulation requirements low or med speed setting can be
used for most of your needs. However when you want to have maximum air
movement, use the high setting. Select the desired speed for your needs by using
the rotary control switch.

◆Adjust to your desired air stream by tilling the fan assembly to the require position.

Problem How to check

The blade can not run when power on ●Insert the plug or not；

●Is the guard reshape and touch blade or
not；

●Is the motor burn-in or not

Abnormal noise when operating ●Is the blade put on the shaft correctly
and tightened or not;

●Is the guard reshape and touch blade or
not；

●Any shake of the blade or motor

OPERATION INSTRUCTION

TROUBLE-SHOOTING



1. Turn the control to off and unplug the fan before cleaning.

2. Use only a soft, damp cloth to clean the fan.

3. Do not immerse the fan in water and never allow water to drip into

the motor housing.

4. Do not use gasoline, paint thinner or other chemicals to clean the fan.

5. To clean the fan blade, use 2 screw-drivers to disengage the hooks

(8 hooks) holding the front grille to the rear grill

6. Remove the front grill.

7. Wipe the blade and grill.

8. Reassemble the fan by snapping the front grille into place.

9. Store the fan in its original box or cover the fan to protect in from

dust store it in a cool dry place.

CARE AND CLEANING
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